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Introduction 
Let R be a commutative ring with identity. Since Pit is a functor, the inclusion 
R + R[X] induces a split monomorphism II/ : Pit(R) --, Pic(R[X]) of Picard groups. 
Thus it is of particular interest to know when rl/ is actually an isomorphism, that is, 
when are all rank one projective R[X]-modules extended from R? In [3], Bass 
showed that JI is an isomorphism if R is an integrally closed noetherian domain. He 
also gave an example, credited to Schanuel, of an integral domain R for which IJ is 
not an isomorphism. Traverso [20] showed that for a reduced noetherian ring R with 
finite integral closure, r/l is an isomorphism if and only if R is seminormal (see 
Theorem 1 for several equivalent definitions of seminormality). Rush [17] showed 
that 9 is an isomorphism if R is an integrally closed domain. Recently, Gilmer and 
Heitmann [l l] have shown that if R is either an integral domain or a reduced 
noetherian ring, then 9 is an isomorphism if and only if R is seminormal. They also 
showed that for a reduced ring R, if 4 is an isomorphism, then R is necessarily 
seminormal. However, they gave an example of a reduced seminormal ring R 
for which $ is not an isomorphism. Also, Rush [18] has shown that if R is a 
reduced seminormal ring with finitely many minimal prime ideals, then $ is an 
isomorphism. 
Let R = R,,OR1O* - * be a graded integral domain. In this paper we consider the 
more general question: When does the inclusion Ro-, R induce an isomorphism 
cp :Pic(Ro)+Pic(R)? In [14], Murthy showed that if R is a graded affine normal 
domain with Ro a field, then Pit(R) = 0. Further, in [l] it was shown that cp is an 
isomorphism if R is a Krull domain. Our main result, Theorem 3, shows that R is 
seminormal if and only if Ro is seminormal and cp is an isomorphism. An interesting 
corollary is that if R. is a field, then R is seminormal if and only if Pit(R) = 0. 
However, Example 5 shows that cp may be an isomorphism while neither R nor R. is 
seminormal. Finally, we give several examples of seminormal rings using the D +M 
construction. 
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1. Seminormal graded rings 
In [20], Traverso defined a ring R to be seminormal if 
R = {x E R 1 x/l E RP +J(Rp) for all P E spec(R)}, 
where Z? is the integral closure of R and J(Rp) is the Jacobson radical of & We next 
review several equivalent conditions for R to be seminormal. Other equivalent 
conditions and related properties of seminormal rings may be found in [6, 8, 9, 10, 
11, 17, 18, 19, 201. 
Theorem 1. Let R be a ring with integral closure I?. The following conditions are 
equivalent. 
(1) R is seminormal. 
(2) For each x E I?, the conductor of R in R[x] is a radical ideal of R[x]. 
(3) R contains each x E I? such that x” E R for all sufficiently lnrge n. 
(4) If x E R and x2, x3 E R, then x E R. 
Proof. The equivalence of (l), (2), and (3) is Theorem 1.1 of [ 111. The equivalence of 
(3) and (4) follows from [18, Theorem 11. 0 
If R is an integral domain, then R is seminormal if and only if R[X] is seminormal 
(for example, [8, Theorem 11). If a graded integral domain R = RoOR1O* - * is 
seminormal, then by (4) of Theorem 1 above, R0 is also seminormal. However, it is 
clear that R. being seminormal does not force R to be seminormal. For example, let 
R = K[X*, X3] with degX = 1. Then Ro = K is seminormal, but R is not 
seminormal. 
Let R = ROOR1O* * - be a graded integral domain and let S be the multi- 
plicatively closed set of nonzero homogeneous elements of R. Then S’R = 
enez (S’R),, is a graded integral domain with 
(S’R), = {u/b 10 # b, a homogeneous with deg a -deg b = n) 
[7, p. 781. The integral closure R of R is then a graded subring R = Z?,,@Ri@. * - of 
S’R [7, p. 3221. We next show that a graded integral domain is seminormal if and 
only if it satisfies the homogeneous version of (4) of Theorem 1. 
Theorem 2. Let R = ROOR1O* * * be a graded integral domain rcith integral closure 
R =R&R,@. * a. The following statements are equivalent. 
(1) R is seminormal. 
(2) For each homogeneous x E I?, if x2, x3 E R, then x E R. 
Proof. Clearly (1) + (2). Our proof of (2) 3 (1) is similar to that of [9, Proposition 
11. If R is not seminormal, then there is an r E R\R with r’), r3 E R such that (i) if y E R 
with y*, y3c R and y has fewer nonzero homogeneous components than r, then 
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y E R, and (ii) if y ER\R, with y*, y3c R, has the same number of nonzero 
homogeneous components as r, then the length of the longest initial string of nonzero 
components of y which are in R is less than or equal to the length of such a string in r. 
Letr=ri+...+fi+... + r,,, where each homogeneous component is nonzero and ri 
is the first component not in R (necessarily ri E R). The i + j component of r* has the 
form Priri + (terms in R). By our choice of r, 2r;r E R. Similarly, the 2i + j component 
of r3 has the form 3rfri + (terms in R), SO 3rfr E R. Now let x = r - ri. Then x YE‘ R, but 
x2 = r* - 2rir + rf E R and x3 = r3 - 3r*ri + 3~; - r: E R. But such an x contradicts our 
choice of r, so R must be seminormal. 0 
Theorem 2 will next be applied to prove a graded version of the theorem that 
an integral domain R is seminormal if and only if 6: Pic(R)-,Pic(R[X]) is an 
isomorphism. 
Theorem 3. Let R = RoOR1@* * * be a graded integral domain. The following 
conditions are equivalent. 
(1) R is seminormal. 
(2) R0 is seminormal and cp : Pic(RJ --, Pit(R) is an isomorphism. 
Proof. (1) * (2). We have already observed that R0 is seminormal if R is seminor- 
mal. An interesting result due to Weibel (for a proof, see [2, Lemma 5.71 or [l, 
Proposition 6.11) states that if the inclusion map R --*REX] induces an isomorphism 
F(R) --, F(R[X]) for a functor F, then F(R,) --* F(R) is also an isomorphism. Since R 
is seminormal, Pit(R) --* Pic(R[X]) is an isomorphism, and thus Pic(RO) + Pit(R) is 
also an isomorphism. 
(2) + (1). Our proof is similar to the Brewer and Costa adaptation [9, p. 2091 of 
Schanuel’s argument [3, Proposition 2.11. Let R = R,@R, 0. * - be the integral 
closure of R. By Theorem 2, we need only show that for a homogeneous r E R, if r*, 
r3 E R, then r E R. If deg r = 0, then r is in the quotient field of RO, and hence r E R. 
since R0 is seminormal. So we may assume that deg r > 0. We show that if rE R, then 
there is an invertible fractional ideal Z of R that is not isomorphic to an invertible 
ideal extended from RO. Let Z = (r*, 1 + r) and _Z = (T’, 1 - r) be fractional ideals of R. 
Then 
ZJ = (r4, r* + r3, r* - r3, 1 - 7’) c R 
and 
Thus N = R, so I and .Z are invertible fractional ideals of R, but neither is contained 
in R since r&R. Since rZ R, there is a prime ideal P of R. so that r& S’R, where 
S = Ro\P. Since S consists of homogeneous elements of degree 0, S-‘R is still a 
graded integral domain and (S-‘R), = (RO)P is quasi-local. Thus we may assume that 
Ro is quasi-local, and hence we need only show that Z is not a principal ideal. If 
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I = yR for some y E R, then y is homogeneous since r* E I. But then y(1 -r) = 
y - yr E IJ = R. By comparing degrees, y E R, a contradiction. 0 
If R0 is a field (or any seminormal integral domain with trivial Picard group), we 
have the following interesting corollary. 
Corollary 4. Let R = Ro@RI@* - - be a graded integral domain with Ro a field. The 
following conditions are equivalent. 
(1) R is seminormal. 
(2) Pit(R) = 0. 
(3) Pic(R[X]) = 0. 
We remark that in Corollary 4 it is necessary to assume that R is graded. For 
example, the affine domain R = Iw[X, Y]/(X’+ I’* - 1) (in fact, R is a Dedekind 
domain), has Pit(R) = Z/22!. 
One might hope to improve Theorem 3 to: R is seminormal if and only if 
Pic(RO) + Pit(R) is an isomorphism. Note that our proof of Theorem 3 shows that if 
Pic(RO) + Pit(R) is an isomorphism, then for r E Z? with deg r > 0, if r*, r3 E R, then 
r E R. However, if deg r = 0, I is by definition an extended fractional ideal of R. With 
this motivation we give an example of a graded integral domain R for which 
Pic(RO)+ Pit(R) is an isomorphism, but R, and thus necessarily RO, are not 
seminormal. 
Example 5. Let K be a field and R = K[X*, X3, Xl’, Y]. By assigning deg X = 0 
and deg Y = 1, R is a graded integral domain with R. =K[X’, X3]. By (4) of 
Theorem 1, R0 and R are not seminormal. For R0 and I0 = (X2, X3) we have the 
following Cartesian square, where e2 = 0. 
R,, = K[X*, X3] c, K[X] 
J J 
Ro/lo = K L, K[X]/Io = K[e] 
We also have a similar corresponding Cartesian square for R c K[X, Y] and I = 
(X2, X3, Y). By applying the Mayer-Vietoris sequence for (U, Pit) we obtain the 
following commutative diagram with exact rows [4, page 4821. 
O+ U(Ro) -, U(K[X])@ U(K) + u(K[E])+ Pic(Ro) + Pic(K[X])@Pic(K) = 0 
II II II 1 
0-r U(R) + U(K[X, Y])@U(K) + U(K[e])+ Pit(R) + Pic(K[X, Y])@Pic(K) =0 
Thus Pic(Ro) + Pit(R) is an isomorphism. 
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2. Some examples 
A particularly interesting problem is to determine the integral domains R for 
which all finitely generated projective RIX1,. . . , X,1-modules are extended from 
R. We have seen that rank one projective R[XI, . . . , X,,]-modules are extended if 
and only if R is seminormal. If R is a one-dimensional noetherian domain, then all 
finitely generated projective R[XI, . . . , X,,]-modules are extended from R if and 
only if R is seminormal [8, Theorem 31. This result does not extend to integral 
domains of dimension two. For example, in [15], Pedrini showed that for 
R = K[S, T(S2 - T), T2(S2 - T)], 
Pit(R) = Pic(R[X])= 0, and thus R is seminormal. But N&(R)stO, so not all 
finitely generated projective R[X]-modules are extended from R. Note that 
R=K[U, V, W]/(V3+W2-U’VW) 
is a two-dimensional affine graded domain if we assign degrees of 1,4, and 6 to U, V, 
and W respectively. 
We close this note with some non-geometric examples of seminormal rings by 
using the D + M construction [S]. 
Example 6. Let V be a valuation ring of the form K + M, where K is a field and M is 
the maximal ideal of V. Let R = D +M be a subring of V, where D is a subring of K. 
Since R = D +M (where fi is the integral closure of D in K) [5, Theorem 2.11, (4) of 
Theorem 1 shows that R is seminormal if and only if D is seminormal. We also note 
that all finitely generated projective RIXI, . . . , X,1-modules are extended from R if 
and only if all finitely generated projective D[Xi, . . . , X,,]-modules are extended 
from D. 
We have the following Cartesian square. 
R[Xi,. . .,x1- VCXI,. . . ,X”l 
4 4 (*I 
XX,, . . .,X”l-K[XI ,..., x/J 
In Milnor’s notation [13, Chapter 21, each finitely generated projective 
REX,, . . . , X,,]-module P is isomorphic to some M(P1, P2, h), where PI and P2 are 
finitely generated projective VIX1, . . . , XJ- and D[XI, . . . , X,1-modules respec- 
tively. Lequain and Simis [12] have shown that all finitely generated projective 
V[X*, . . . , X,,]-modules are free. By Quillen’s theorem [16, Theorem 1’1 we need 
only show that Pti is free for each maximal ideal fi of R. But the maximal ideals of R 
are all of the form m +M, for m a maximal ideal of D [5, Theorem 2.11. Since 
Rfi = D, + M [5, Corollary 3.71, we obtain a Cartesian square similar to (*), with D 
replaced by D,. Since by hypothesis P2 is extended from D, (Pz), is actually free. 
Thus Pfi is isomorphic to ni(P,, (P&, h), which is free because (Pz), and PI are 
free, and each GL,( VIX1, . . . , X,]) + GL,(K[Xi, . . . , X,,]) is surjective [13, 
Lemma 2.41. Thus P is extended from R. 
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In particular, if k is a subfield of K and R = k +M, then all finitely generated 
projective RIX1,. . . , X,,]-modules are free. 
Example 7. Let K be a field with subfield k. Let R = {f~ KIXI, . . . , X,] 1 f(0) E k}. 
Then all finitely generated projective R-modules are free. For let M = (Xi, . . . , X,,), 





As in Example 6, since all finitely generated projective k and K[Xl, . . . ,X,1- 
modules are free [16, Theorem 41, and each GL,(K[Xi, . . . , X,,])- GL,(K) is 
surjective, all finitely generated projective R-modules are free. In fact, similar 
arguments how that all finitely generated projective R[ Y1, . . . , Y,]-modules are 
free. We leave the case when k is replaced by an arbitrary subring D of K to the 
interested reader. 
Note added in proof 
Motivated by Swan’s recent work on seminormality (J. Algebra 67 (1980) 
210-229), Theorem 2 may be restated as: R is seminormal if and only if, whenever 
homogeneous 6, c E R satisfy b3 = c2, there is an (homogeneous) a E R with a2 = b 
and a3 = c. The author has recently shown (to appear in J. Pure Appl. Algebra) that 
cp :Pic(Ro) + Pit(R) is an isomorphism if and only if, whenever homogeneous b, c E R 
of positive degree satisfy b3 = c2, thereisanaER witha2=banda3=c. 
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